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Getting leadership to visit/ see employees in their workplace
kdeutscher@benchmarkqua
lity.com

Invest in good technology to share work, see each other + 
communicate Carolyn Regan

Look at Speakap, as companies like Nike, IKEA, G4S, McDonald's, 
Flexjet are using this tool to reach and engage with their deskless 
staff

Zoom/Web Conf. Establish 2x/month a water cooler meeting: No 
work topics; only networking

Tim from the morning panel suggested as a first step to build one 
engagement initiative into perf. Goals. Over time this can expand to 
see increases in measurement of engagement scores

Slack -- using Donut as a way to connect/network new hires

Solutions: We are creating - Round Table conversation throughout 
our regions where we bring our CEO and Senior Leaders to share 
and learn from our leaders in the field. Two way exchange

Microsoft Teams - Chat, Video Message/Meeting

Remote Interviews/ Assessment in hiring practices. Top Down -> led 
by Example. WFH/Remote Best Practices "Level Up. Comms 
Channels (Slack, Pairing, Zoom, etc). "Co-located" --> i/e all 
distributed

We use Adobe Connect for remote ee's. We assign a facilitator to 
call in so they get 1:1 attention/connection

Design Comms, programs, meetings, and wants that are inclusive 
and taking the distributed workforce while design things

Besides virtual tools to connect, provide resources to organize 
annual in-person events for all associates. 

Invest in technology to better connect your workforce --> Mobile Apps

Dan Breslin -> Beekeeper, 
daniel.breslin@beekeeper.i
o
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Culture ambassador retreats--bringing associates together to build 
engagement

kdeutscher@benchmarkqua
lity.com

Use video-- MS teams, Zoom

Today we have the opportunity to leverage mobile technology in 
order to reach and engage distributed workforces locally or 
globally. 

Marty, Speakap. 718-664-
7360, 
martin.perak@speakap.co
m

"Cave/Comms" Approach - Balance individual work with meetings 
and virtual collaboration

Challenge: Making smaller sites feel equally included & valued

Follow up via email, intranet, video messaging, etc. With feedback 
from survey. Must communicate results as quickly as possible even if 
you haven't determined all the action items to solve the 
problem/challenge.

Tellzen Co. -- We solve: Employee Engagement, Improve Org. Comm, 
Connect Engagement to Results. Diversity and Inclusion. Employee 
Relations Dan Marini 774-205-0049

How can we increase retention in a distributed workforce? Especially 
entry level employees.
Use of Microsoft Teams + Skype for collaboration + team sharing


